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allele (Afdht-2, idh-2, Adh, pa, Es-5, Frot-I and Hp (these do 
not appear on Table 1}; while Ak-1 is fixed for the same allele 
in mine populations but for an alternative one in the KP 
population (Table 1). Most loci tend to racnomorphism in 
reproductively as well as geographically isolated populations. 
This results in relatively low heterozygosity G7), 0.047 (range, 
§.008-0.0653, which is even lower if the highly polymorphic 
esterases (Eis-3 and Es-4) are excluded (77 =0.037, range, 6.005- 
0.067). A rernarkabie feature is the weak regional polymorphism 
ip most populations. Most loci, either monomorphic or weakly 
polymorphic have the same, cither fixed or predominant allele, 
Alternative fixation between or within karyotypes, is relatively 
uncommon. Finally, high genic similarity characterizes karyo- 
types®. 

The F, values are distinctly heterogeneous, running from 
very low to very high values. This apparent heterogeneity of F, 
was tested by comparing the observed (corrected for sampling 
error) and theoretical variances first for all twenty-four alleles, 
then for each of the above mentioned protein groups separately; 
the results are surarnarized in Table 2. The test performed was 
the conservative one using &—2.0 for deriving the theoretical 
variance, which is appropriate for binomial gene distribution’, 
The number of populations in the analysis is #11, from this 
the theoretical variance, o?==kF/n-1 was calculated by o? = 
2.0 F7/10, where for mean F,, is given for each group separately 
in Table 2. The ratios between the observed and theoretical 
variances of inbreeding coefficients is also given in Table 2 
together with the critical values of the F distribution, which is 
distributed as x/d £5, 

The ratio of observed and theoretical variance (Table 2) 
indicates excess heterogeneity of F, values for all alleles tested 
as well as for each of the three protein groups. The ratio de- 
creases from group Ite TT and then group Hl, being 3.42, 4.47 
and 3.19, respectively. This heterogeneity can be taken as 
evidence for selection. Furthermore, the differences in the 
values of F, may suggest the type of selection operating’. 
Uniform selection across the range will result in a low variance 
and so in low F, values. This is certainly true for alleles which 
are either prevalent or close to fixation across populations 
(Mdh-l, aGod, Got-l, Gat-2, Sdh, Ak-i and the monomorphic 
loci which are not analysed here as they do not vary across the 
range}. On the other hand, diversifying selection will result in 
high variance among populations, suggesting differential 
selection in different environments. This seems to be the case in 
the strongly polymorphic loci {esterases} a fact which is dis~ 
played by the geographical, clinal variation of Es-2 and Es-3, 
High F. values also cecur when alternative fixation of alleles 
takes place either among karyotypes (Ldh-f, Alb} or among 
populations within a karyotype Uidiel, 6Ped, Pgm, Pept). 

The ranking of heterogencities of F, is group I > group TE > 
group Tf. This finding is inversely correlated with mean 
heterozygosity per individual (Af) which is 6.037, 6.042 and 
0.061 respectively’. The differential A’ found among the 
three groups, particularly between groups I and I, is con- 
sistent with similar findings in Prosephila’*, though 
apparently inconsistent with data for vertebrates?®. Gillespie 
and Kojima’ predicted that glucose metabolizing enzymes 
would be less variable than peripheral enzymes because 
theie physiological function is more specific than that of 
group If enzymes. Further support for the hypothesis that the 
three protein groups may partly be under differential selective 
pressures is suggested by a nyultiple regression analysis of the 
variance in their Hf (ref. 5). 

The six karyotypes studied are distinctly similar genetically, 

f#?=0,925 (range, 0.859-0.996} (ref. 33, yet migration can be 
completely ruled out to explain similarities. First, field 
evidence suggests complete reproductive isolation between 
karyotypes such as 2#=60 and 2n=48 NM (populations 
ML and CN}, or between 2n=60 and 2”4=48 NM (populs- 
tions MEL and CN), or between 2n=-44 and 2n=-40 (DH and 
TP), and nearly so between 20-46 and 2n=-48 W fref, 6 and 
C. & Thaeler, unpublished}. Secand, the isolated populations 
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at the southernmost fragmented portion of the 7. talpoides 
range (KP, LS, IM, MT) are completely isolated geographically 
on mountain tops, with vast intervening lowlands occupied by 
Thomamys bottae which competitively excludes, and is repro- 
ductively isolated from 7. talpoides™. The genic similarity 
arnong the six karyotypes, despite their reproductive and/or 
geographical isolation strongly supports selection as an im- 
portant cause of genetic differentiation in Thomamys ralpoides 
populations. 

The general pattern of low heterozygosity that characterizes 
pocket gophers as well as other fossorial rodents‘’* is best 
explained as an adaptive strategy for homozygosity in the 
relatively uniform, but narrow-niche underground environment. 
Strong selection for homozygosity may particularly be operating 
on alleles which did not diverge across the range in spite of 
reproductive and ecogeographical isolations m the late and 
post-Pleistocene period, 
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Number of Gene Loci required for 
Accurate Estimation of Ancestral 
Population Proportions in Individual 
Human Hybrids 
GENETIC studies giving cstimates of the Caucasian genetic 
contribution to American blacks have recently been reviewed 
and extended’. These group admixture estimates are mean 
population values; but estimates of admixture proportions for 
individuals of hybrid origin, using genetic markers, have not 
been published. Recent interest in this possibility, however, 
has Jed to an explicit proposal for making such individual 
estimates?**, This cormumication is not concerned with the 
reasons for making such estimates nor with the uses to which 
they may be put. Its purpose is to demonstrate, by a siraple 
argument, that the nurnber of genetic marker loci required for 
reasonably accurate individual admixture estimates seems to 
be so large that such estimates cannot he made now or in the 
near future, 

Yo make the argument as simple as possible and avoid 
intractable complexities Qvhich we discuss later), I postulate 

an ideal estimation situation. Because real estimation will 
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not be as favourable, the estimate from the ideal model of the 
number of loct will necessarily represent the minimum. We 
make the following five assumptions. (1) The hybrid population 
His derived from two genetically different ancestral popula- 
tions, #, and P.. Gi} There is negligible selection, rnutation, 
and genetic drift at the marker loci used in estimating p, (the 
true proportion of genes in the ith individual in A which 
derive from F,; my, is an estimate of py. GH} The marker 
loci used for estimating pt; are representative of all foci im 
indicating population origin. iv} Each allele at each marker 
iocus ina person in Af is individually classifiable, without error, 
as coming from either P, or FP, (that is, there is no dominance, 
epistasis, or misclassification and FP, and F, are homozygous, 
for different alleles, at cach marker locus). (v) The marker 
loci used assort independently at meiosis (here is no close, 
moderate, or loose linkage between any pair of these loc: so 
that each locus gives an equal, independent, and maximal 
araount of information about ancestral population origin}. 
Because we are not concerned here with the processes which 
have produced a given u., we need say nothing about the 
mating patterns in A. 

Given that these five assumptions hold, a person with # 
ideal marker loci has 2” ideal genes, each classifiable as coming 
from ?, or P.. mm, esthmating nu, is therefore the proportion 
of these 27 genes coming frorn Py. The variance of mr, s;*, 
is ufl-—py2n. We can specify the accuracy of ma, by its 

standard error, s;. Therefore, 

n= pill ~ peh/2s," (i) 

Fort a specified »,, which we may calls, x varies with piff —- ud. 
ii, in persons in H, can vary between O and 1 and wd—-p) 
has its maxirnum when v,;=0.5. The expected value of py, 
is about 0.22 for non-Southern American blacks and about 
G.1, or slighth more, for most Southern American blacks*. 
To ensure that the estimate of ” for a majonty of American 
blacks is usuaily a minimum estimate, # is estimated with 
u,= 01. For such a minimum estimate, i_:, therefore 

Hanin = O.045/s% (2) 

The value of » for “accurate” estimation depends on the 
definition of ‘accurate’ and is necessarily arbitrary. In my 
opinion s should mot exceed 0.05, corresponding to a 95% 
confidence interval of about 0.20. 

Using s= 0,05, equation 2 estimates v,2, to be eighteen ideal 
loci (thirty-six ideal genes}. For this number, a mm, of 0.10 
has a 95° confidence interval of about 0.025-0.25 (ref. 4). 
This minimum estimate gives only minimal accuracy. If we 
wish te reduce the 95° confidence interval to a width of 
about 0.10, corresponding to s= 0.025, we would require (for 
wy O.1> seventy-two ideal loci as a minimum, To interpret 
these estimates we mote Uhat only one or iwo known marker 
loci of man approach the ideal in population discrimimation. 
Even the best population marker, the Gr locus, falls short of 
having high frequency, distinctive alleles in each major racial 
group®. When cornparison is only between African popula- 
thons ancestral to Aroerican blacks (West Africa and the western. 
coast, south to Southwest Africa), and Caucasians, and detailed 
testing is done, Gi is almost ideal because neither population 
shares common alleles*®. The Duffy locus is almost as good for 
this comparison when both anti-Fy* and anti-Fy® are used*. 
Most of the approximately fifty marker (polyrnorphic} loci 
known in man make much less sharp distinctions for this 
comparison or for other racial comparisons. 

The relative usefulness of a particular gene g, present in a 
dihybrid individual J, for providing information on the ances- 
tral population origins of thal gene is a simple function of the 
frequencies of g in the two ancestral populations. The follow- 
ing illustration shows how greatly two genes, cach seemingly 

discriminative, may differ from each other in their usefulness 
for discriminating between such ancestral populations. The 
frequencies of the Fp" gene of the Duffy blood group system im 
Caucasians and Africans {of the former slaving areas} are 
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about 0.43 and about 0,01, respectively, while the corresponding 
frequencies of the A gene of the ABO blood group sysiem are 
about €.46 and 0.15':°. The population difference for Fy? js 
less than twice that of 4 but, for the simplest case of u,= 0.5, 
Fy* 3s about sixteen times more informative (Comparing 
likelihood ratios) than A with regard to population origin. 
The Fy" gene is, in fact, probably the best single gene dis- 
criminator now available for these two populations’. This 
great superiority of Fyt over A for individual admixture 
estimates in American blacks parallels a similar finding CFy* 
gives twenty-two times more information than A} for group 
admixture estimates', 

These calculations emphasize how far short of ideal roast 
genetic markers are for making racial distinctions. The 
minimum requirement of eighteen ideal loci for the majority 
of American blacks (hose with wu, greater than 0.1) means 
that, contrary to the suggestions of seme authors*-7, accurate 
individual estimates of adminture, using genetic markers, are 
not now possible for this or any other human hybrid popula- 
tion, although for some purposes, such as stady of hypertension 
in a hybrid population where ancestry may be important’, 

estimates of individual admixture may be useful for reducing 
unexplained variation, even though they are not individually 
accurate. 
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Model for Evolutionary Origin 
of Chromosome Bands 
Many eukaryotic chromosomes stained with quinacrine or 
by one of the Giemsa banding techniques show numerous 
bands in the chromosome arms. These have been termed 
Q or G-bands', Autoradiographic studies show they correlate 
well with late replicating heterochromatin’ and a number of 
biochemical and inumunological procedures indicate the 
DNA in these regions is relatively AT-rich*??. This raises 
the following enigma: as each banded region has enough 
DNA to hold several thousand genes’ how is it possible for 
a given region of the chromosome to accurate encugh 
AT-tich genes to lead to a discernible band? In view of the 

rather gross folding pattern of chromatin in mitotic chrome- 
somes’ only a markedly non-random distribution of AT-rich 
regions could produce banding, 

Some people have suggested the answer to be that the 
AT-rich banded regions are composed of repetitious 
sequences”, While it is true that the C-band regions are 
usually enriched in repetitious satellite DNA, several observa- 
tions suggest that this is not true for the intercalary hetero- 
chromatin in the Q and G-bands, 

First, the Chinese hamster possesses raany € and G-bands 
but very little satellite DNA‘: iis early replicating DNA is 
no more repetitious than its late replicating DNA™, and its 
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